Solicitors from Heaven are rare. So rare that some medical experts may never meet one in a whole lifetime of professional practice.
They keep their wings and halo hidden and can be quite secretive about even their name which is not on the headed paper but is available if the medical expert has time to call at the solicitors' offices. Their headed paper may be simpler, indeed old-fashioned, and designed less to impress than that which changes faster than fashions in clothes. Now that a possessive apostrophe appears before the "s" in Archbold's, the recipient wonders what it is that Mr Archbold possesses which he did not possess when the firm was Blackstone and Archbold. Heaven's solicitors are committed, busy, successful practitioners. Though the impression is that success in dealing with some of the clients who come the way of medical experts in criminal, childcare and personal injury cases is not always rewarded financially. Their reward is indeed in Heaven. They may not always be held in high esteem by all of their peers because their work is not all that glamorous. The medical expert will recognise their fair-mindedness, however, when they continue to instruct him even though his reports are not always favourable to their clients, and they will be recognised for regarding justice as a more worthy pursuit than a lost cause which should quickly cease to be a drain on Legal Services Commission funds. Their aim is genuinely to try to assist the expert in striving to achieve independence and impartiality and not be selective in the information they provide with their instructions.
The up front professionalism of Heaven's solicitors is quickly apparent. They will rush to disclose records and expert reports on which they do not propose to rely even though such may mean that their client may not get as much compensation as they want or avoid a custodial sentence. All this is before the medical expert has produced his report thus avoiding the medical expert having to do an about turn when the other side's expert comes up with a different opinion.
Contrast those from the Red Hot Place. They wait until they have a favourable report on file (for which no payment has been made). Then they disclose personnel and other employment records, hospital accident and emergency records which were not in the GP file and covert video surveillance which they had for several years and which casts a very different light on the case. A day or two before trial they sigh and express concern that the medical expert has not seen the second and third reports prepared unbeknown to him by the other side's medical expert. Or worse, you discover, after you have had your experts' meeting and prepared your joint memorandum, that the other side's solicitors acting for the defendant had already disclosed to your solicitors a further medical report which you had not seen, in which the other expert agreed with your own opinion and was in some respects more favourable to the claimant than you were.
Some fail to mention anything other than that they act for a claimant who was involved in an accident on a particular date, and then it turns out to have been a prolonged period of stress at work. Others act for defendants without giving any indication of the offence with which they are charged and whether he is in custody or on bail but want "your usual report". Solicitors from Heaven obtain, organise and paginate all the medical records in advance and provide a brief chronology of the case. On the basis of their thorough preparation they identify a series of welldefined issues or questions which are to be addressed or are so well-defined that it does not take several hours reading to discover that they need a different kind of expert.
They helpfully indicate what further information is or will be available and they indicate an equally saintly colleague, assistant or secretary, with whom to liaise in their absence.
Heaven's solicitors are readily available for discussion of the case by telephone. They seem to have surprisingly few meetings or day-long meal breaks or absences from the office once they are aware that you want to get in touch to find out why your account has Correspondence and the Journal
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Heaven's solicitors often use a standard format for their letter of instruction but it is tailored to the requirements of the case. Your letter comes addressed to you as Dr Shrink, Consultant Psychiatrist, at your own rooms and not redirected because it has been sent to Dr Shrink, Consultant Surgeon, at Mr Cutter's rooms. It is devoid of a four page précis of the new Civil Procedure Rules of which you have had sufficient copies already to paper the whole house. And what is more, the enclosures really are enclosed.
Who has not experienced the solicitor from Hell who never really makes proper use of the medical expert, sends the expert a map which purports to show where the claimant lives (in reality they live in a road of the same name in another town 10 miles away); fails to act on recommendations for further action, including instruction of other experts, cannot recall which reports he has disclosed, does not advise you of the order for an experts' meeting until the date has passed or the other expert is puzzled that you have not been in touch, fails to tell you that the date for the trial has changed, agrees to a trial date without checking, or ignores, your up-to-date commitments, fails to inform you that the venue for the trial has changed or fails to inform you that it settled weeks ago after you have spent an hour with court receptionists and listing officers trying to find out in which court room you were meant to be? By contrast, the solicitor from Heaven remains at all times reliable, constant and true. Even if he is a Tip Top Solicitor, he treats his medical experts with respect and keeps them fully informed of what is happening in the case. Solicitors from Heaven treat their medical experts as fellow professionals and acknowledge that their duty is to the court and not them or their client. They are always willing to explain legal tests and jargon which are crucial to the case, and without seeming arrogant or superior they explain aspects of the law of evidence and court procedure with which the medical expert may be unfamiliar. They draw relevant law reports to the medical experts' attention, they do not take umbrage when the medical expert politely and tactfully tries to correct their misunderstanding of medical matters and they do not put pressure on experts to modify their opinions in order to maximise or optimise their clients' cases.
Solicitors from Heaven recognise that they may not be quite perfect in every way and so are able to accept personal responsibility for their oversights without blaming the "other side". Solicitors from Hell, by contrast, have come to believe in their own image and legend of Godliness.
When they are moving firms, solicitors from Heaven inform the medical expert about what is happening to the case, and ensure that unpaid accounts are settled and not left undiscovered for years. They realise that unless they settle their accounts reasonably promptly the medical expert will have to pay income tax on the fees he might otherwise not receive for several years. They also realise that in the meantime, if they have already been paid by the insurers, the client or the Legal Services Commission, it is an abuse of the medical expert to expect him to subsidise their company with what is, in effect, an interest free loan.
And as people of conscience they do not run off to France with their experts' fees as well as their clients' monies. They give part of their time to pro bono work with which they are likely to find many more Experts from Heaven than Experts from Hell willing to assist them.
